
Goddess 731 

Chapter 731: Hurry, hurry up to prepare the bride price and propose a marriage! 

Xia Houyu saw that Mu Changye was so calm on the phone and couldn't help reviewing himself. 

He has to learn from General Mu, to be calm and self-sufficient, and not to be overly happy and 

emotional. 

Ashamed and ashamed. 

Usually, the subordinates are required to be happy and angry, but they can't control it when it's their 

turn. 

You have to criticize yourself severely. Next time, you can't do that anymore. 

Xia Houyu didn't know. After Mu Changye ended the call with him, he immediately entered his own 

group and issued a series of "hahahaha". 

There are too many "Ha" characters, and they dominate the screen directly. 

Soon, someone responded. 

It's Uncle Mu's family. 

Uncle first issued a roll-eyed emoticon, and then issued a string of words, "Upstairs, please pay attention 

to your identity. Anyway, it is also a twelve-star warrior. Don't let the juniors look at the jokes." 

Aunt Mu's text message came up immediately, "The second floor, please pay attention to your identity, 

you are the younger brother, you can't say the second brother." 

"Second brother, I was wrong." Mu Ningmian, the uncle of the Mu family, admitted his mistake very 

quickly. 

No way, my wife's words, is there any reason not to listen? 

If you don't listen to your wife, you will end up miserably: you have to sleep in the study again. 

The little aunt of Mu's family made a "behaved" expression of touching the dog's head. 

Below, Mu Ruqing sent a message, "Please show the image of the two elders in private, don't irritate the 

younger brother, after all, they are single dogs, no girlfriends, alas, pitiful." 

Little brother, I'm talking about the son of Uncle Mu's family. 

Uncle Mu and Aunt Mu have not read the group reply messages in time for the time being. 

After Mu Changye waited for his family to finish speaking, he swiped "hahahaha" again, then pasted and 

sent, and "hahaha" on the phone screen once again dominated the screen. 

This is not quite right. 

A very simple "?" question mark appeared, it was the uncle of the Mu family, Mu Pojun. 

Today Saturday night, everyone has time to look at their phones. 



The group began to lively. 

"Say." Uncle Mu issued another word. 

In the next second, the Mu family's elder mother also smiled and asked, "The third child seems to have 

met with a happy event, and it must have nothing to do with Shen Yuan. Is the younger brother and 

sister promoted? It should not be possible. There is only one guess. Have a relationship with my 

daughter-in-law." 

Voice. 

Don't even guess whether Mu Changye was promoted himself. 

When Mu Changye was promoted to a twelve-star warrior, the Mu family didn't know it until three 

months later. 

Today, the "hahaha" which dominates the screen twice in a row, the Mu family's aunt only thought of 

An Xia. 

Now, the whole family of Mu family is in An Xia, everyone is looking forward to Mu Chenyuan to bring 

An Xia back to the Mu family, if possible, they can get married at the end of the year. 

For the Mu family who has no discernment, the other half of his junior must have a good character. 

Mu Changye typed word by word, and the speed was still very fast, "Great news, my future daughter-in-

law, after examination, her strength can reach the level of a special special fighter." 

Three emoji fireworks, three applause, and then another string of "hahahaha", this time, there is no 

screen tyrant. 

The previous sentence is too important to be screened, so as not to be missed by the family. 

There was a short silence in the group, and Mu Changye sat in the study with a slight smile on his face. 

Well, he knew everyone in the family was shocked. 

Uncle Mu's family first sent back a text message, "Notify Shen Yuan, take the time to marry someone 

and go home. The third child, prepare the dowry, and the second child and fourth child will come to 

propose marriage on behalf of the Mu family. A quick fight is quick to avoid long nights and dreams." 

If he remembers correctly, Xiao An is only eighteen years old this year. 

Eighteen special fighters, less! 

Chapter 732: Need to refuel from the rear 

Uncle Mu's family is in Mu's family, and he still has a lot of weight to speak. 

Even he said to marry An Xia and go home quickly, which means that the whole family has decided that 

An Xia is a member of the Mu family. 

only…… 



Mu Changye stared at the word "beach gift" for a long time before sending out the next text message, 

"Well, it's not my family's final say whether to give the bride price, and it depends on whether An Xia 

nodded." 

"She nodded, so our family can hire. If she doesn't nod, no matter how much gift she has, she doesn't 

know where to go next." 

The Mu family online in the group read Mu Changye's text messages back and forth at least three times, 

and the Mu family uncle issued a large string of "??" 

What's the meaning? 

Is that what he meant? 

In the hospital, Mu Ruqing, who was in the elevator, frowned and read the text message three times 

before sending out the text message first, "You mean, the fourth child hasn't caught up with Anxia?" 

Uncle Mu's also meant the same. 

Together they were excited in the group for a long time, yet the nephew hasn't chased the person? 

What's so happy about the second brother? 

Mu Changye sighed, "We are together now, but when will we marry into Mu's house is unknown." 

Together, the relationship is settled anyway. 

Uncle Mu Jia turned back with a smile, "As long as we are together, let Shen Yuan work harder and strive 

to get married as soon as possible, so as not to have many dreams at night." 

Although the Mu family is the top wealthy family in the Xia country, they really don't have the deep 

knowledge of the Jing family. In the eyes of the Mu family, the family background is really nothing. 

In terms of family history, which daughter's family can be compared to Mu's family. 

The Mu family no longer needs icing on the cake. 

Marriage of men and women, only on character, good character, no matter how well the children and 

grandchildren are educated, the big tree of the Mu family will still flourish for a hundred years. 

Mu Ruqing replied, "Can you marry into Mu's house early? Apart from An Xia's nodding of her head, it 

must be done by her parents. I will ask Aunt Ye to see what she thinks." 

Since Mu Chenyuan said last time, Mu Ruqing will go upstairs to see Ye Mengwei every two or three 

days. 

The cousin's future mother-in-law, who is also her elder Mu Ruqing, should take good care of her. 

The elders of the Mu family believed in Mu Ruqing. Seeing this, the aunt of the Mu family urged, "Well, 

please feel free to contact your family if you have any questions." 

The little aunt urged, "Take good care of it. See An Xia in the future, so don't worry." 

Ye Mengwei was recuperating in the team hospital, and Mu's parents knew it. 



I also thought about visiting the hospital together, but Mu Ruqing reminded him that it would not be too 

late to visit after Mu Chenyuan received a letter. 

It was mainly An Xia, who didn't want too many people to disturb Ye Mengwei's recovery. 

Ye Mengwei was under the care of Mu's family, and he was taking care of the illness quietly. The Ye 

family no longer dared to go to the hospital. 

Uncle Mu's family had warned her, but at this moment Mrs. Ye was not reconciled, she had to tighten 

her neck and endure it. 

The Ye family no longer bothered to come to the hospital, and Tianshu and the others were relieved. 

Seeing Mu Ruqing coming up, Tianshu, Tianquan and other four people kindly invited people in. 

Ye Mengwei just finished the acupuncture, and her ruddy complexion saw Yi Mu Ruqing approaching, 

her face showed a deep smile, "Doctor Mu is here, please go." 

After speaking, he got out of bed to entertain himself. 

Mu Ruqing smiled and helped her out of bed, and said: "You are polite with me again, how do you feel? 

Do your arms and knees still hurt?" 

The painful areas are the old wounds in the past. It is difficult to cure them, but they can only be 

relieved. 

Ye Meng said slightly: "It doesn't hurt, it doesn't hurt, it doesn't hurt anymore. Thanks to Dr. Mu's 

introduction, I was spared a lot of sins." 

In fact, it still hurts a bit. Ye Mengwei didn't want to trouble Mu Ruqing all the time, and would always 

conceal one or two things. 

Chapter 733: The order of the parents 

Mu Ruqing still thought about what Ye Mengwei might do. She was the first to think about it. 

I have been with Ye Mengwei for a while, so I still know her a little bit more or less. 

Hearing this, Mu Ruqing smiled and said, "Auntie Ye, you must tell me wherever you are unwell. If you 

are afraid to trouble me and want to hide it from me, that won't work." 

"You are a patient in our hospital. We have the responsibility to take care of you. You, don't have a 

psychological burden. Think about it, you paid for the hospitalization, not in vain." 

"I am the doctor here again. It is my job to treat patients. Tell me if you are uncomfortable, don't have 

any psychological burden." 

Ye Mengwei is a tolerant temperament. Because of her tolerance, she was able to survive from the 

hands of the old lady Ye. 

Facing Mu Ruqing's interpretation, Ye Meng pursed his mouth slightly, and the corners of his eyes with 

crow's feet were filled with a gentle smile, "There is nothing uncomfortable, I am not uncomfortable, 

these four boys, the eyes are as bright as gold. Yes, you can tell at a glance." 



"Especially this one, I really think of his doctor now. Every time I feel a little bit uncomfortable, he can 

tell at a glance." 

It's Tianquan. 

Tianquan owed his body, and smiled politely: "You praised me." 

The four of them did understand all of them. They all knew about taking bullets, stitching wounds, 

disinfecting and sterilizing them, plus a little bit of surgery, but nothing else. 

The dark guards around the emperor need to be involved in any aspect. 

Mu Ruqing glanced at Tian Quan, her eyes moved slightly. 

These four didn't know what their identities were. They said they were friends of An Xia, but they 

couldn't see it. 

Every time An Xia's name is mentioned, they can't help but straighten their backs slightly, and they 

never directly call "An Xia" by name. 

I really want to mention it as "Miss Ann", very respectful. 

But they have verified their identities. They are all from some big wealthy families abroad, and they 

have a large family and a great career. 

Partially, they are nesting here and have been taking care of Aunt Ye for more than half a year. 

Are they really An Xia's friends? 

She has always been suspicious. 

Tianquan let the young lady of the Mu family look at it. 

The four of them knew very well that Xia Guo's War Department had conducted several rounds of in-

depth investigations on them long ago, and even if there were more rounds, they would not 

understand. 

They from the imperial domain are never afraid of being investigated. 

Even if the strongest countries take action, it is impossible to find out their true identities in the imperial 

domain. 

Ye Mengwei did not let Tianquan take care of himself anymore, and said gently: "Young man, you will 

take a break. I will chat with Mu Hospital. With Dr. Mu here, you can rest assured." 

For her daughter's friend, she should take more care of her. 

Dr. Mu is good, but after all she is not familiar with her daughter, she still prefers her daughter's friend 

in her heart. 

Tianquan also knew that Ye Mengwei was pushing herself away and leaning again, "Well, you have 

something to do, call us anytime." 

After that, he nodded slightly towards Mu Ruqing and left with a big stride. 



The door closed, and Mu Ruqing withdrew his gaze. 

She stopped talking about the four people guarding outside, but about living together. 

Because she had chatted with Ye Mengwei before and learned that Ye Mengwei did not know that An 

Xia was with Mu Chenyuan at all, Mu Ruqing did not tell. 

It is better for them to tell if they are in love. 

She doesn't talk too much. 

In case An Xia wants to conceal it temporarily, she speaks too much, which will provoke An Xia's disgust. 

However, she still wants to mention something today. 

After giving Ye Meng a slight twist to the quilt, Mu Ruqing, who represents the whole family, chatted for 

a while, and then smiled: "Auntie Ye, have you considered when to allow your daughter to talk about 

her boyfriend?" 

Chapter 734: Peace is blessing 

Usually, Mu Ruqing and Ye Mengwei also talk about family members and short things in the family. 

Sometimes Mu Ruqing will accompany Ye Mengwei to chase after some TV dramas with her mother-in-

law. 

Don’t think Mu Ruqing is a junior, looking at a cold-faced doctor, but her mental activities are quite rich, 

she really wants to talk, but she can chat, watching the drama of her mother-in-law, can chat with Ye 

Mengwei for a long time . 

With Mu Ruqing's company like this, Ye Mengwei's stay in the hospital was much more comfortable 

than before. 

Although the four of Tianshu and the others were accompanied, but in the end they were men, and 

none of them were good-spoken temperaments. They accompany them to protect Ye Mengwei with all 

their responsibilities, chatting and relaxing and other meticulous work, I really didn't expect it. 

An Xia didn't think of it herself. 

All she thought of was to protect Ye Mengwei and not to let her get hurt again. 

Mu Ruqing thought about it. 

In her eyes, Ye Mengwei is the left-behind aunt, who needs to be with her heart. 

It is with this intention that Ye Mengwei likes to chat with Mu Ruqing in his heart, and is also willing to 

say what is in his heart. 

Hearing this, Ye Meng smiled and sighed, "Doctor Mu, you are such a good person, I, I also have to say 

something to you. I really never thought about my daughter looking for a boyfriend or marrying 

someone in the future." 

"I always think that marrying is not the final path for a girl. Even if it is the best to marry, there will be 

some upsets. If you are not married, even if you are divorced, it will be a lifetime pain." 



"I have tasted the pain of marriage, and I don't want this pain to reappear in my daughter." 

"I just thought, as long as my daughter is safe and happy, it doesn't matter whether you marry or find a 

boyfriend. I don't make any demands." 

"My daughter, if she finds a boyfriend, I only hope that she can be happy in this relationship and feel the 

happiness of being loved and loved." 

"If she is going to get married, I also support it. I think, with my daughter's cleverness, I won't find a 

husband who doesn't treat her." 

"I gave birth to her and suffered her. Now my daughter has a smile on her face and finally has her own 

world. I choose to let go and let her break out of the world she loves by herself." 

"In this life, my greatest hope is that my daughter is safe and happy. Nothing else." 

What kind of wealth, what power, she is not rare. 

Peace and happiness are more important than anything else, even if you are single for a lifetime, it 

doesn't matter. 

Mu Ruqing sent these words truthfully to the Mu family, and said with emotion, "Aunt Ye, is the most 

enlightened mother I have ever seen." 

Mu Changye replied, "Because of this, it is more important to treat her girl well." 

Next time you talk to your son, you have to tell him, dare to be nice to your girlfriend, and be prepared 

to be single for the rest of your life. 

An Xia didn't know what Ye Mu thought. She moved her limbs out of the sand and stretched her waist 

by the way. 

"Is it comfortable to sleep?" Fu Siling asked, looking at her from head to toe. 

Only her, buried alive and able to sleep. 

An Xia patted her body with fine sand until she was full of energy, and said indifferently: "If you don't 

wake me up, I will be more comfortable." 

To make up for all the sleep these days is good enough to capture the "Wolf King" alive. 

The only uncomfortable thing is that they actually wake her up! 

Fu Siling was so angry with her answer, "Why, I still feel too sleepy? If you go to sleep, it will be bright!" 

As long as she was buried alive, how long she slept! 

It's dark before now, she still wants to sleep again? 

Chapter 735: Ruthless **** fried sky route 

An Xia sometimes had some inexplicable evil tastes. Seeing Fu Siling laughed so angry at her answer, An 

Xia looked at the darkening sky, turned her head and looked at Fu Siling with clear eyes. 



Without speaking right away, Fu Siling suddenly became vigilant and asked, "Don't you want to continue 

sleeping?" 

"It's dark, don't you sleep?" An Xia said slowly, "Go to bed at dawn? Your rest is really messy." 

Fu Siling: "..." 

Depend on! 

Grind his teeth, "An Xia, has anyone ever said about you, you are not cute sometimes." 

An Xia raised her eyebrows, "No one, because they dare not. And oh..." 

Suddenly bullying him and approaching Fu Siling, Fu Siling conditioned reflex to look back, thinking that 

An Xia was going to do something to him. 

But when I heard An Xia smiled rather than smiled: "Also, I don't take the cute route, I take the cold-

blooded sky route. So, I don't need cuteness, what I need is strength." 

Arrogant and rampant, there is still no way to refute her. 

Because An Xia’s journey is not really cute. 

He said the wrong thing. 

"I will clear the fine sand in my clothes and gather in one minute." After speaking, An Xia turned around 

and swaggered out of Fu Siling's sight. 

She didn't even think about waiting for him as the instructor to agree before she could leave. 

If you don't leave again, the **** hiding in the dark is afraid that he is about to knock down the 

weathered hills. 

Fu Siling stared at the background she had left, and after the tooth socket was grinded, he burst into 

laughter. 

Talent, occasionally arrogant, there is really no way to talk about her. 

She really is, say she is steady, and occasionally there are times when she breaks away. 

When he escaped, he was more alive, as if he was originally standing on the cloud and existed like an 

illusory god, but one day he walked down the cloud and became a mortal that everyone can see. 

Give people a very real existence. 

Turning around, his eyes fell precisely in the dark, his eyes were cold and dull. 

In recent days, Ye Youyin likes to follow An Xia secretly, secretly following, watching secretly, not 

knowing what she wants to do. 

She didn't say anything, and didn't make any small movements, Fu Siling followed her. 

After a glance, Fu Siling was about to leave as usual, but Ye Youyin walked out of the dark. 

"Instructor Fu." He shouted in a low voice, as if embarrassed. 



Fu Siling stopped, "Something?" 

"Yeah." Quickly walked over, and took a deep breath like courage. Ye Youyin said, "Instructor Fu, can I 

trouble you something?" 

Fu Siling: "What's the matter? Let me talk about it first." 

After telling the story, he knew if he could nod his head. 

"I want to trouble Teacher Fu to not give me special training when I am resting." The voice was very 

small and full of anxiety. I was afraid that Fu Siling would not agree. He blushed and immediately said: "I 

will not take you. Too much rest time, just... just give me pointers occasionally." 

"can you look?" 

Whether you can make the top ten and become a reserve special fighter depends on whether Fu Siling 

will agree to help her in special training. 

This is the second way out that she thought of for a few days. 

If the competitors like Captain No. 3 are not eliminated, then she has at least a second way out to 

improve her strength and defeat her competitors with her strength! 

Grandma said that no matter what you do, you need to leave one more way! 

When the first way fails, there are second and third ways to go. 

I have to say that Mrs. Ye has indeed carefully nurtured Ye Youyin, and what she said is her lifetime 

experience. I only hope that Ye Youyin can think more about it when things happen, and don't make too 

many detours. 

Chapter 736: Today is an ally, tomorrow is an opponent 

Although taking a detour is also a kind of accumulation of life experience, but there are also some 

people who are still accumulating experience and experience on the detour. Some people take a 

shortcut and get the opportunity you have always dreamed of. 

Mrs. Ye didn't want her granddaughter to be taken away from her granddaughter by someone who 

didn't know where she came from. 

And Ye Youyin did not live up to the meticulous training of the old lady Ye. She has her own way of doing 

everything she does, and she handles it flexibly, never head-on. 

Just as Ye Youyin waited for Fu Siling to nod, the voice of Captain No. 3 came from behind, "Instructor 

Fu." 

When the voice came, Ye Youyin's heart fell heavily. 

Why is Captain No. 3 here? 

Coming very quickly, I walked to Fu Siling in a few seconds, greeted Ye Youyin with a smile, and then said 

to Fu Siling: "Instructor Fu, I want to ask you something. I don't know if you have time now. " 



After finishing speaking, he asked Ye Youyin again, "No. 3, do you have something to find instructor Fu 

too?" 

Are you blind? 

She is standing here, isn't she just looking for Fu Siling for something? 

Her heart was ruthless, her face didn't show up, she smiled and nodded, "Well, I have something to ask 

instructor Fu for help." 

So, please line up and don't disturb her! 

Captain No. 3 laughed when he heard the words, "We two are looking for the same thing, right?" 

Fu Siling looked at the two of them, saying what you said, saying what I said, but put his instructor aside, 

and said: "You first ask each other, if you are looking for me for the same thing." 

Everyone had small calculations in their minds, and he didn't have the time to listen. 

He lifted his foot and left, and Captain No. 3 quickly said, "Instructor Fu, I would like to ask you to help 

me. I really want to become a special fighter, and I want to take advantage of the time of the 

assessment to improve myself." 

There is no other way to hug the Buddha's feet! 

The more difficult the assessment becomes later, the stronger the strength of those who remain, and 

everyone is worried that they will be eliminated. 

With Fu Siling's strictness, everyone is now worried that they will not be able to become a reserve 

special fighter. 

Ye Youyin clenched her teeth secretly. 

Sure enough, the same as her! 

They all wanted to take advantage of the final assessment and ask Fu Siling to come forward and 

improve their strength. 

Fortunately, she also thought about it. Otherwise, how could it be possible to defeat Captain No. 3 

secretly according to her original plan? 

Originally, Ye Youyin planned to secretly resolve the number three captain who believed in him and 

defeat him, so as to give himself a guarantee of being able to get into the top ten. 

But soon she discovered that even though Captain No. 3 believed her, but still treated her as a potential 

opponent, she knew that her secret schemes were impossible. 

Of course, she will not give up easily. 

Since it can't be done, then we have to find a second way out. 

Find Fu Siling, and let him, as an intermediate special fighter, strengthen his training! 

Now I'm waiting for Fu Siling to nod. 



She felt that Fu Siling would not reject herself. 

Even if Captain No. 3 appeared, she still felt that Fu Siling would not refuse her. 

the reason is simple! 

She and An Xia are the only two fighters who are evaluated by a hundred people, and their strength is 

not bad. As the instructor of the evaluation, Fu Siling is nothing else. For the sake of his own face, he is 

willing to leave one more female fighter. ! 

Fu Siling really didn't take his face seriously. 

The gaze swept across the faces of the two of them, and they sneered slightly, "Did I give you the 

illusion? Do you think there is more time to eat?" 

"Just keep your heart right and take a good assessment. On the side, think less and calculate less. I didn't 

work hard before, but now I want to work hard. It's too late." 

He will only agree when he is full! 

Becoming a special fighter is not as simple as they thought. 

Chapter 737: Don't engage in gender antagonism 

Fu Siling knew exactly what the team leader No. 3 and Ye Youyin were thinking about. 

But why does he want to perfect them? 

The assessment is so cruel! 

Why is it eliminated? 

It is just to tell them that if they didn't work hard in the past, one day they will pay for their laziness 

before. 

Now, they are paying for their previous laziness. 

As soon as Fu Siling left, Ye Youyin's expression instantly changed. 

Turning his head, looked at Captain No. 3 coldly, "Did you eavesdrop on me just now?" 

Otherwise, how could it happen that he ran out and said that he also wanted to ask Fu Siling to train for 

himself. 

Captain No. 3 frowned, "Why am I eavesdropping on what you are doing? You don't think I want to ask 

Fu Siling to give me pointers because you eavesdropped on what you said?" 

Tanned face, cold and serious, "No. 3, I didn't overhear what you said to Instructor Fu. I had planned to 

ask Instructor Fu for help. I came here at the right time today." 

"What you said to Instructor Fu, I didn't hear a word." 

How could she think so? 

It was just a coincidence. 



Ye Youyin didn't believe it, but he couldn't say much. 

"I hope so." He threw out a word coldly and turned to leave. 

His face was already gloomy. 

If Fu Siling fails, then find another instructor. 

Is there any other instructor who has a good impression of her? 

Qiao Jiquan? 

Jiang Wenbin? 

There are also four instructors, they rarely show their faces, and they have never seen them. 

I can only find Qiao Jiquan and Jiang Wenbin. 

Fu Siling didn't give her a chance to find other instructors. After a minute, he blew the assembly whistle. 

The rapid and sharp whistle pierced the night, and the tired fighters regrouped. 

An Xia is refreshed and knows that you can stay up all night tonight. 

Seeing this, the fighters felt unspeakable envy in their hearts. 

Ye Youyin stood beside An Xia with a happy expression for An Xia, and pressed her voice excitedly: "An 

Xia, you are really amazing, and you have defeated all the male fighters." 

The voice was low, but it could be heard by several male fighters nearby. 

An Xia replied in a cool voice, "The assessment will not be male or female, don't engage in gender 

antagonism." 

Tea words and tea words can never pass the test here. 

The expressions of the male combatants who heard it improved a lot. 

No! 

The assessment will not be male or female, and there is no need to deliberately mention that Anxia 

defeated male fighters. 

It should be said that Anxia once again defeated all the fighters assessed. 

The full-level tea language was pierced by An Xia, Ye Youyin's expression stiffened, and immediately 

apologized, "I'm sorry, I'm a little excited, and I said something wrong." 

"Knowing that you said something wrong, shut up more in the future." An Xia went back again. 

The best way to deal with tea language and tea language is to just. 

After arriving at the other party, he dared not talk easily in front of him. 

Whatever smiles, ignores it, doesn't care about it, just leave with her... it's all wrong. 



Just right! 

Ye Youyin, who hit the wall again, was so blocked that she couldn't speak anymore. 

She knew that if she said something, An Xia would definitely stop her. 

Will not be merciful at all. 

The male fighters next to him pouted and chuckled. 

An Xia looked at her face cold, but she was a strong personality. 

Who made her unhappy, she, she returned back with a hundred times unhappy. 

Ye Youyin was all accomplices for saying the wrong thing that night, and An Xia didn't accept it at all. 

This leads to a conclusion: Don't offend Anxia. 

It's a terrible end! 

The male fighters will never offend An Xia without discussing and reaching a consensus. 

So that Ye Youyin wanted to find an alliance, but couldn't find it. 

After the lineup, everyone stood neatly, looking ahead, no one spoke. 

Standing in front of the team, Fu Siling spoke lazily and coldly. 

"On the fifth night, there are still 30 kilometers away from the wolf pack. You only have two nights to 

find the wolf king, capture the wolf king alive and take pictures." 

"Individual action, yes. Individual team, yes. Individual action, the highest score, individual team, the 

winning team scores evenly." 

"Freedom to form a team, no more than 6 fighters in each group." 

Chapter 738: Wolf king 

Freedom to team up! 

The soldiers' eyes lit up in an instant. 

Then, can they all follow Anxia? 

For a time, An Xia became a sweet potato. 

Even Ye Youyin wanted to join An Xia's team. 

But she knew that An Xia would definitely not agree. 

It's okay, it's best to nod your head. 

Don't nod... 

Oh, An Xia is careful, everyone knows. 



"An Xia, you and I will be in a team, can you?" Ye Youyin put her hands together, eyes flashing at An Xia. 

An Xia's heart was so hard that she refused without expression. 

"No, the magnetic field does not match." 

The reasons are all said. 

The magnetic fields are incompatible, mutually repulsive, and cannot coexist. 

Ye Youyin: "!!!" 

Why doesn't she eat soft and hard, and oil and salt don't get in! 

Saying these prudent words in front of so many people, she is really not afraid of being said. 

Ye Youyin was indeed embarrassed for a few seconds when she refused in person. 

Soon, she came out of her embarrassment and smiled helplessly, "Oh, okay. I also guessed that you 

wouldn't agree, but I was a little unwilling to give up and wanted to give it a try." 

"Thinking of you in case you would agree." 

Tea language tea language again. 

An Xia simply went back, "Oh, I am also very sad, but there is no way, I am really scared." 

"When you are afraid of cooperation, you suddenly said that I am a deserter, alas, it feels too bad to be 

misunderstood by a teammate you trust." 

"I have experienced it once, and I don't want to experience it a second time. You can team up with 

someone else." 

"One more thing, in the future, when you team up, don't look for me. I have a psychological shadow on 

you, and I'm afraid." 

Ye Youyin: "..." 

His face was blue and white, and finally, his face was frozen for a long time and he couldn't speak. 

She tore the countless guys that prevented her from walking along the way, solving these people, she 

has always been effortless! 

The only Anxia! 

Her 18 martial arts are all used, and she can't shake her half a point! 

In the end, Anxia still teamed up with the members of the first team. 

It is still Miao Hai as the captain. 

Miao Hai got a headache, "My captain is very useless, An Xia, it's better for you to come." 

An Xia said, "The captain has too many things to do. 



The leader is tired. 

There are too many leaders in the previous life, and sometimes she thinks when she can let go, no 

matter how good it is. 

At that time, I could only think in my heart, but couldn't speak out. 

As the lord of the imperial realm, you don't even care about your internal affairs, and someone will 

stand up and share it for you. 

It can even share the burden for you permanently. 

The premise is: you have to die. 

In this life, it's hard to let go if you want to. When you need to use yourself, come out to solve it, and 

then step back after the solution. She loves it! 

Feel free, do what you want, don’t care if you don’t want to do it, cool! 

Miao Hai eventually assumed the post of captain. 

No way, An Xia quit, other teammates all pushed him out, then continue to be the captain. 

"The wolves are cooperating in this area, and the number is estimated to be about 20. It is very difficult 

to find and capture the wolf king and take a group photo." 

It's eleven o'clock late. 

After completing the 30-kilometer steep step and entering the range of the wolf pack, Miao Hai turned 

on the miniature flashlight, rolled out the map, and spoke in a low voice. 

"I have a suggestion, listen to it. It is very difficult to capture alive, and it will definitely disturb the 

wolves. Let's see if we can secretly find the wolf king and complete the photo and then withdraw 

immediately." 

If you really want to startle the wolves and fight desperately, there is a high probability that the wolf will 

die. 

An Xia stared at the map, her eyebrows furrowed. 

The teammates looked at An Xia. 

"Is there a problem?" Miao Hai asked her. 

An Xia raised her eyes, "I am still carrying an uncomposed gun. You said, where will the last part be? In 

the wolf den?" 

Chapter 739: Wolf King, is it a man or a wolf? 

After An Xia finished speaking, the surrounding area suddenly became quiet. 

Miao Hai and the other male fighters, look at me, I will look at you, and then all look at An Xia, and then 

cast their eyes on An Xia's rucksack. 



"Forget about this." Miao Hai patted his helmet heavily and exhaled, "Will the final spare part be in the 

wolf's den?" 

It feels unlikely. 

"Instructor Fu has never mentioned the last gun. He didn't even ask a question. Is it possible that 

Instructor Fu has forgotten?" No. 21 said, and it was not very reliable. 

How could I forget it. 

The guns are there, the guns are gone, and the people are gone. 

Such an important guy can never be forgotten. 

"It feels very tricky. I knew I wouldn't let An Xia take this thing." 

"I didn't know it early, and it's too late to regret. Think about whose hands the parts will be." 

"Wolf's den? I have the same suspicion as the captain, and it feels unlikely that we will be in the wolf's 

den." 

An Xia raised her eyes and asked, "Why is it impossible?" 

Miao Hai said: "There are many possibilities. Instructor Fu and the others have been watching us. How 

can they have time to put the parts in the wolf's nest? Once the parts are lost, the materials are counted 

as guns and the responsibility is not small." 

"If you lose the parts of a small thing, you will lose it. A lethal weapon like a gun, even if it is damaged, is 

proportional." 

"What's more, the bulk gun parts in your hand are still brand new. A brand new, unused gun, every part 

is a treasure." 

"There is no risk of any combatants being lost. Put them into the wolf den. Instructor Fu is no 

exception." 

An Xia frowned upon hearing this. 

After joining the Xia Guo team for so long, it is natural to know how strict Xia Guo's gun management is. 

This time, I learned from Miao Hai's mouth how strict it was. 

Emperor Domain has the same strict management of guns, but it is not so strict that even the damage to 

the guns is proportional. 

Thinking of her gun room, many of the famous guns and good guns from various countries that have 

been used once or twice, suddenly felt that I was a bit too extravagant. 

In my ears, there was the howling of sand wolves, not far away, up to five kilometers. 

They are already on the verge of wolves activities, and with good luck, they might still see lonely wolves. 

An Xia lowered his head to ponder for a few seconds, and said: "Wolf's den, you still have to go and see 

it. With Fu Siling's perversion, it is not impossible to put parts in the wolf's den." 



... 

The air was quiet again. 

Can call the instructor's name directly, and stately said that the instructor is a pervert, and only An Xia. 

Everyone stopped the meeting and Miao Hai answered, "Well, the wolf den is still going to night. We 

need to do three things tonight." 

"One, find the wolf pack, find the wolf king." 

"Second, find out the law of wolves' night activities." 

"Three, find the wolf den." 

"It's done at three o'clock, let's see if we can get close to the wolf's den during the day." 

It is safer during the day than at night. 

But for Anxia, there is no difference between day and night. 

However, she still has one question that needs to be said. 

"Do you really think that the wolf king is a wolf?" 

... 

The air was quiet again. 

They really haven't thought about this issue. 

"Could it be a human being?" 

An Xia nodded and looked into the distance where the wolf howling sounded. "Although Fu Siling is a bit 

perverted, there is no pervert that doesn't take the lives of the combatants seriously." 

"The remaining 60 combatants, including you and me, can ask ourselves, how sure are we to survive if 

we really want to meet a wolf?" 

How sure is it to survive? 

Cheng Ming asked Mu Chenyuan the same way in the Gobi Desert, more than a hundred kilometers 

away. 

"Captain, I'm really worried now, the Lingshen of Canglang is really playing a bit big this time." 

Even their special fighters have not been trained to find wolves. 

Chapter 740: Jealous 

Grasslands, deserts, jungles, plateaus... When encountering wild animals, they always walk around, so 

you can avoid alarming them, and try not to alarm them. 

Because, to wild animals, these people are intruders, breaking their tranquility. 



As an intruder, you should have the enlightenment of an intruder, and don't disturb the isolated wild 

movement. 

Fu Siling did the opposite, not necessarily too risky. 

Qi Xingsu whispered, "I don't think there is any problem with Miss An's strength." 

"Don't underestimate the siege of the wolf pack. No matter how powerful hunters are, they may not be 

able to escape from the wolf's mouth." Wei Ji said: "The sand wolves are fierce, they are the best at 

besieging. Those who can't survive are unknown." 

Very worried. 

It can be seen that they are not optimistic about Fu Siling's assessment. 

Mu Chenyuan sat on the stone with a trace of residual heat, his eyes fell in the direction where An Xia 

was. 

Then, he said indifferently: "The Cangwolf brigade has its own wolf king." 

? ? ? 

In an instant, the teammates suddenly lit up. 

Everyone understands what Mu Chenyuan said. 

"Miss An can definitely think of it too!" Cheng Ming was so happy that he patted his thigh, "The Lingshen 

of the Canglang team is really good. With his tricky assessment, I am afraid that the speed of elimination 

is a bit too fast." 

"Hahaha, hahaha, Ms. An is not afraid of his tricks. I definitely see tricks and wins. Ms. An is amazing." 

For An Xia, Cheng Ming always believes in such a fascinating way. 

I believe it makes Mu Chenyuan's eyes move slightly, "Cheng Ming." 

"Huh?" Cheng Ming smiled at their captain with an open eyebrow. 

Ying Que raised his head and glanced at him, then the corner of his mouth twitched lightly. 

Silly boy, An Xia is not good, he is happy. 

"You continue to be the vanguard tonight." Mu Chenyuan said quietly, "Steal things back." 

Cheng Ming was dumbfounded, "Ah, captain, isn't it? I only played the vanguard last night. Didn't you 

say before that, change people to steal every night?" 

A small game between the two teams, hide things, and each team finds ways to steal it back. 

Whoever moves the fastest without disturbing the other side wins. 

Last night, Cheng Ming and five other brothers of Broken Wolf acted together. When they were 

retreating, they were discovered by the brothers of the Snowy Brigade. 

Why are you still going tonight? 



Mu Chenyuan said, "Your reaction is a little slow. It's helpful to learn from the brothers in the snowy 

area." 

"Oh, all right." Cheng Ming nodded and obeyed the arrangement. 

Ying Que patted him on the shoulder, and said earnestly, "Take care of your life and don't be beaten to 

death." 

"Who do you look down on!" Cheng Ming hasn't found out yet, why is he playing the vanguard again 

tonight. 

This child is hopeless. 

Ying Que decides that he will no longer be friendly reminders in the future. 

Be kind to donkey liver and lungs. 

That's all, that's all. 

It's all fate. 

Let him go. 

Wei Ji saw a little clue, well, in the future, he will try to praise Miss Ann as little as possible in front of 

the Mu team. 

The other Bro Wolf brothers did not see it. 

He also smiled and said, "Among the fighters tested, An Xia is really good. However, after joining us, she 

has to work harder to succeed." 

Once you become a member of the broken wolf team, you must know how to fly in the sky, run on the 

ground, and open in the water. 

If you can't learn it, or if you don't meet the requirements within the specified time, it will be difficult to 

stay. 

Wei Ji nodded, "After Anxia joins, in addition to daily training, additional meals are needed." 

Although she is close to the strength of the special special fighters, what they currently know is not 

comprehensive enough. 

Special fighters must be fully developed. 

Mu Chenyuan had his own plan. Now he counted his fingers and waited for An Xia to finish the 15-day 

assessment. 

There are still ten days. After ten days, he will definitely see An Xia. 

 


